Hi everyone!
Welcome to your High Street!
It’s Lydia Allison again, and we’re joined
by the fantastic illustrator, Josephine
Dellow. We’ll all be taking a shopping
trip together. Feel free to breeze through,
checking out the windows as you go,
or step inside a page and have a look
around. There are some ideas which might
spark writing or drawing, and you can
colour or decorate the pages any way
you like. There might be things you’d like
to take away too! Browse, enjoy, and get
some classic retail therapy!
We’d love to see any of the drawings,
writing and colouring you’ve created
using this book. You can e-mail photos of
your book or tell us what you thought by
e-mailing amy@thepoint.org.uk

My fantasy list:
Can you add anything else to this unusual shopping list?
Draw or write your ideas.

Can you make up some unusual headlines?
These could be serious or fantastic.

Some local shops sell surprising items
alongside the usual essentials –
what might this shop have on its
bottom shelf? snowglobes? parasols?
used postcards..? Add your own drawings
or write your ideas here.

What if there were a shampoo that
would make your hair grow, toothpaste
with the effect of a strong coffee, a foot
cream that could make you a worldclass singer?
Imagine your own amazing products
and draw the labels here!

Add drawings
of your own
essentials.
Could you
improve the
design or look of
their packaging?

Add your favourite sweets to the jars.

Can you think of some new and unusual
ice cream combinations?

olive and orange?

jam on toast?

cheese and marmite?
Write and draw your own!

When you think of eating these sweets, do
any particular memories come to mind?
Draw or write them here.

Think about the stories these items might see once
they have been taken into a home.
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What sort of person reads under this lamp?

What story might this rug witness?

What conversations might happen over this table?

Add your own items of furniture too – what are their stories?

First, think of a memory of playing a game or receiving a toy of some kind.
Write some ideas and memories here.

We’re going to use these ideas to fill the
boards below.
Write one word per square and try to
repeat a word from the previous line in the
line below it, like my example about my
favourite board game…
Rainbow
In
My
Hotels

Money
My
Monopoly
From

In
Small
Trains
Rainbow

Hundreds
Empire
Hotels
Houses

Imagine you are people watching or eavesdropping.
Can you imagine snatches of overheard conversation?
Write some ideas in the speech bubbles.

Scribble a quick note or a doodle on the napkin.

Give this bookshop a name. Can you also add covers to these books?

Illustrate this front cover.
Perhaps for a book you love,
or for your own story!

Can you fill in
a favourite
scene bursting
from this book?

Imagine what clothes might say if they could speak!
Make up a story for one of these items, and you can
add your own garments too.

A woman bought me first, took me
straight out on a date! I was looking
forward to going out a few more times
with her, so I couldn’t believe it when she
shoved me back in the carrier bag and
returned me here with the other rejects!

Add more flowers
and a splash of
colour to
this gorgeous
display!
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Think of a question to ask
the flower and add your
own answers to the petals
too (not your standard
‘loves me, loves me not…)
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Add colour and
your own detains to
these market stalls.
What about a
customer to keep
the shopkeepers
busy?
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This is the
Emergency Stall:
If you had to set
up shop overnight,
what would it be?
Baking?
Homemade crafts?
A jumble sale?

Describe walking into this shop using only smells and sounds.

Try explaining what is here as if you have
never seen anything like it before. Think:
how might a new baby describe the
carrier bags; what would an alien make
of bread? Write your ideas in the space
below the counter.

Imagine you’ve filled these bags with
special moments and memories.
Fill in your own ideas and pictures.
These might include:
The best gift I have given…
My most impressive bargain…
My proudest moment…
Choose your own, and draw or label
them in the bags

Your exploration of the high street’s hidden stories can continue!
Grab your pen and paper and explore any of the ideas below…
→ Describe your dream shop.
→ Create a story about becoming friends with your waiter.
→ Write a few sentences about the best or worst job you’ve ever
had.
→ Start a story about finding something unexpected in a second
hand shop.
→ Describe making a meal – who is it for? where do you buy the
ingredients? walk us through every step…
→ Some items we buy sell a whole story – think of a perfume ad
promising a whirlwind romance – can you write a scene which
you would buy if you could?

We hope you’ve enjoyed this
Creative Directions book!
For more ideas and fun things to get
involved with in please go to
www.wearedarts.org.uk
Thank you to The National Lottery
Community Fund for helping us to
create this book!
This Creative Directions book has been
written by Lydia Allison and illustrated by
Josephine Dellow

